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Guarantee Health of Semesta Provinsi Lampung is health guarantee which is passed to by entire/all society Lampung which not yet owned the health guarantee of like personal insurance (self-supporting), Askes, Jamsostek, Asabri, Askeskin / other jamkesmas, or health guarantee. Is but urged by for society capable to to can to guarantee its health with the self-supporting health insurance. Jamkesta by self pursuant to Cooperation agreement of between Public Health Service of Provinsi Lampung by PT.ASKES (persero) of Division of Regional III of About Management Program The Guarantee of Health Semesta (JAMKESTA) Provinsi Lampung the Year 2012 No.90/0482/III.03.2/Pks/II2012;No21/Ktr/Reg.III/0212. While about execution guidance arranged by pursuant to Governor Regulation Lampung the No.1.A Year 2012 about guidance of execution of Guarantee of Health Semesta (JAMKESTA).

Problem of this research is What Will Be Execution of Guarantee of Health Semesta in Provinsi Lampung. And what factor in execution of Health Guarantee in Provinsi Lampung.

To study the this research problems, is hence used by empirical approach yuridis. which deal with execution of Guarantee of Health Semesta In office of Public Health Service of Provinsi Lampung and RSUD H.Abdool Moeloek.

Pursuant to its execution research result is Jamkesta which have been run by commencing from 1 januari 2012 in Provinsi Lampung carried out by pursuant to social insurance concept. Program this Jamkesta aim to realize the service portability so that highest reference service provided by Jamkesta can be accessed by entire/all competitor from various region. Others, so that happened by the crossed subsidy in order to realizing health service which totally for impecunious society and entire/all society Float the. Fee for impecunious society and society unable to Float which not yet had the health guarantee in Program of Guarantee of Health Semesta stem from Budget of Expenditure and Area Expense (APBD), intrinsically health service to competitor become the responsibility and executed with by Government Provinsi, Regency / town is obliged to give the contribution so that yield the optimal service. Resistor factor in program of its Execution Jamkesta minim still coordinate between team Jamkesta from Regency Storey;Level / town Mount the Provinsi and told also execution from new.
program Jamkesta of socialization phase to society in Provinsi Lampung. only some of just regency can enjoy the that program Jamkesta. Others, from service facet still require to be corrected in stock medicinizes required and also maximum treatment.

Suggestion, expected from program of Execution Jamkesta to the fore its his hit all insuffiency earn is immediately corrected and also zero in on by relate at prosedural which have been specified so that society of consumer Jamkesta can get the optimal service.
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